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Abstract: The art of clay sculpture has a long history and rich cultural connotations in China. As a part of traditional Chinese culture, clay sculpture brings infinite imagination and creativity to people with its unique form and vivid vitality. With the rapid development of China's animation industry, clay sculpture art has also begun to have a profound impact on Chinese animation modeling. This article will explore the origin and development of clay sculpture, the current situation of Chinese animation modeling, the influence of clay sculpture art on Chinese animation modeling, and case analysis.
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1. Origin and Development of Clay Sculpture

Chinese clay sculpture originated in the Neolithic Age and has a history of thousands of years. In the long years, clay sculpture art gradually developed into an independent art form and was widely used in religion, culture, entertainment and other fields. It uses clay as raw material, is molded by hand or mold, and then is carved and colored through fine processes to produce various vivid and lifelike shapes. In Chinese temples, Taoist temples and other religious places, clay sculptures are used to create sacred images such as gods and Buddha statues for people to worship. At the same time, clay sculptures are also used to create characters in folklore, historical stories and other themes, becoming an art form with cultural heritage value.

The Chinese clay sculptures in the Neolithic Age were mainly small-sized pottery sculptures and clay animal sculptures, mainly distributed in the Yellow River Basin and the Yangtze River Basin in China. These clay sculptures are not only vivid in shape, but also show a high level of artistic skill. Over time, China's clay sculpture art has gradually developed and grown, with more artistic forms and themes emerging. In history, China's clay sculpture art has played an important role in various periods. For example, in the Han Dynasty, clay sculptures were used to make pottery figurines, statues, and gods. In the Tang Dynasty, clay sculpture art reached its peak, and many famous clay sculpture works appeared, such as murals and sculptures in the Mogao Grottoes of Dunhuang. In modern times, China's clay sculpture art is still loved and sought after by many people. It is not only an important part of traditional Chinese culture, but also one of the important representatives of Chinese folk art.

In the future, China's clay sculpture art will continue to flourish and become more prosperous and mature. With the development of the times and the progress of science and technology, clay sculpture art is also constantly innovating and evolving. Based on inheriting traditional skills, modern clay sculpture artists are constantly trying new expression techniques and materials, making clay sculpture art more rich and diverse, better integrated with modern society, and bringing people a richer spiritual life. The continuous innovation of science and technology will bring more possibilities to clay sculpture art. Artists will be more adept at using various materials and techniques, making clay sculptures more delicate, vivid and creative. At the same time, with people's emphasis on environmental protection, green and environmentally friendly materials will gradually replace traditional pigments, injecting more vitality and vitality into clay sculptures.

The clay sculpture art will also be more integrated into society and popular culture, becoming an art form that everyone can participate in. With the continuous development of education, culture, tourism and other fields, the clay sculpture art will become more popular and become a popular art form. In international exchanges, the clay sculpture art will also become a beautiful business card of Chinese culture. Through international art exchange activities and large-scale exhibitions, the clay sculpture art will allow the world to better understand traditional Chinese culture and national characteristics, and enhance China's position and influence on the international art stage. With the rise of China's animation industry, the clay sculpture art has also begun to combine with Chinese animation modeling, bringing a new visual experience to the audience.

2. Current Situation of Chinese Animation Modeling

Chinese animation once enjoyed a high reputation worldwide for its unique style and image, such as "Black Cat Police Chief", "Cucumbers" and other works, which left a deep impression on audiences with their exquisite images, vivid character images and educational storylines. However, with the rapid development of animation technology in the world, Chinese animation is facing many challenges, one of which is the current situation of animation modeling design.

1. Style characteristics: The modeling style of Chinese animation has significant characteristics. On the one hand, it absorbs the essence of Chinese traditional culture and folk art, such as Beijing Opera, Chinese painting, Paper Cuttings, etc., and integrates these elements into the animation modeling, making the Chinese animation image have unique artistic charm. This fusion not only makes Chinese animation more visually distinctive, but also inherits and promotes traditional
Chinese culture. On the other hand, the modeling design of Chinese animation also focuses on realism and the reproduction of life, through careful observation and in-depth exploration of the real world, making the animated images more vivid and realistic. This realistic style makes Chinese animation more lively and approachable, and can arouse the audience’s resonance and emotional resonance.

2. Technological progress: In recent years, Chinese animation has made significant progress in technology. On the one hand, the popularization and application of computer technology has made animation production more efficient and convenient. By using advanced animation software and technology, producers can create and modify animation models more quickly, improving production efficiency and quality. On the other hand, the introduction of 3D technology has also brought new possibilities to Chinese animation. Through 3D technology, animation producers can create more realistic and three-dimensional modeling effects, making animated works more attractive and visually impactful. The application of this technology not only improves the ornamental value of animation, but also provides more room for innovation in future animation production.

3. Market acceptance: Market acceptance is one of the important factors that must be considered in the design of Chinese animation models. As audiences' tastes continue to change, the design of Chinese animation models is constantly experimenting with new styles and forms of expression. For example, the "cute" animation style that has become popular in recent years is a style that is deeply loved by audiences. This style focuses on cute and innocent models, and uses soft lines and bright colors to showcase the characteristics of the characters, sparking the audience's love and resonance. This style has not only achieved success in the domestic market, but also gained high attention in the international market, opening up a broader market space for China's animation industry.

4. International development: With the process of globalization, Chinese animation is also actively seeking international development. In terms of modeling design, Chinese animation has begun to draw on international elements, making Chinese animation characters more international. For example, the protagonist image in "Big Fish and Begonia" blends Chinese and Japanese styles, making the film also gain high attention in the international market. In addition, Chinese animation producers have also begun to try to integrate traditional Chinese cultural elements into animation modeling, in order to promote Chinese culture. For example, the "Kung Fu Panda" series integrates Chinese martial arts, landscape painting and other elements into character modeling and scene design, showing the unique charm of Chinese culture. This international development not only brings more opportunities and market space for Chinese animation, but also promotes the dissemination and exchange of Chinese culture.

5. Problems and challenges: Although Chinese animation has made some progress in its modeling design, there are still some problems and challenges. Firstly, although Chinese animation producers have begun to experiment with new styles and forms of expression, there are still some overly conservative or imitative modeling designs that lack innovation and personality. This requires producers to constantly explore and innovate, discover new artistic forms and expression techniques, and create more personalized and creative animation models. Secondly, although Chinese animation has made great progress in technology, there is still a gap compared to the international advanced level. This requires Chinese animation to continue to increase investment and research in technology, improve the level of technology and innovation ability. Finally, although Chinese animation has begun to develop internationally, it still needs to strengthen promotion and publicity in the international market. This requires Chinese animation to strengthen its connection and cooperation with the international market, improve brand awareness and competitiveness. At the same time, it can also display Chinese animation works and cultural charm through participating in international animation festivals and cultural exchange activities.

In summary, the modeling design of Chinese animation has unique characteristics and advantages, but there are also some problems and challenges. In the future development, Chinese animation needs to continue to innovate and try new forms of expression and technology on the basis of maintaining traditional characteristics, while strengthening international exchanges and cooperation to promote the continuous development of Chinese animation industry and move towards the international stage to play its own advantages and contribute to China's cultural and creative industries.

3. The Influence of Clay Sculpture Art on Chinese Animation Modeling

China's animation industry has developed rapidly in recent years and has become one of the largest animation markets in the world. With the continuous advancement of technology and the expansion of the market, Chinese animation is facing more and more opportunities and challenges. Among them, animation modeling design, as an important part of animation production, plays a crucial role in enhancing the ornamental value and market acceptance of animation. The application of clay sculpture art in Chinese animation modeling has indeed brought rich expression techniques and unique visual styles to animation.

1. Enhancing the quality and three-dimensionality of characters: Clay sculpture, as a three-dimensional art form, can play a significant role in animation modeling due to its unique tactile and three-dimensional feel. Animation characters are often portrayed on a flat canvas, lacking real texture and three-dimensionality, and the introduction of clay sculpture can compensate for this shortcoming. Through clay sculpture, animation creators can better shape the details of the character's body proportions, muscle structure, skin texture, and so on, making the character image more realistic and three-dimensional.

2. Rich expression techniques: Clay sculpture, as a three-dimensional art form, has a variety of expression techniques and strong expressiveness and appeal. When shaping characters, clay sculpture can be used to enhance the texture and three-dimensionality of the characters, making the character image more full and realistic. Such techniques as carving, kneading, and rolling can be applied in animation modeling, which can make the picture more vivid and vivid. For example, carving techniques can express details such as facial expressions and clothing textures of the characters; kneading and rolling can create characters and scenes of various shapes and textures. In addition, the special expression techniques of clay sculpture can also bring more creativity and possibilities to animation modeling.

3. Enhance the visual effects of animation: The color and
1. Characterization: In Big Fish and Begonia, many of the main characters are designed based on archetypes commonly found in traditional Chinese culture. For example, the design of the protagonist Chun incorporates elements of traditional clay sculpture. Her hairstyle and clothing are full of details of traditional culture, such as double collars and button loops, while her facial features are based on the image of a Chinese classical lady in clay sculpture. This design makes Chun's character more authentic and distinctive in Chinese culture.

2. Scenario design: Many scenes in the film also incorporate elements of clay sculpture. For example, Chun's home is a typical the Earthen Building in Fujian Province, which plays an important role in Chinese traditional culture. In addition, many natural landscapes in the film, such as mountains and rivers, also draw on elements from traditional Chinese landscape painting, making the scenes more evocative of Chinese culture.

4. Creative possibilities: The special expression techniques of clay sculpture provide more creative possibilities for animation creators. For example, by combining and splicing different clay sculpture elements, unique characters and scenes can be created; at the same time, the tactile and three-dimensional feel of clay sculpture can also add more emotional expression and visual effects to the animation.

5. Enhancing artistic value: Clay sculpture, as a unique art form, has high artistic value and ornamental value. Integrating clay sculpture art into Chinese animation modeling can make animation works more artistic and ornamental. For example, in the design of the opening or closing credits, the theme or important scenes can be portrayed through clay sculpture techniques, making the works more artistic and ornamental.

6. Inherit cultural genes: As part of traditional Chinese culture, clay sculpture has rich cultural connotations and historical value. Integrating clay sculpture art into Chinese animation modeling can better inherit traditional Chinese cultural genes in animation works. For example, when shaping animation characters with historical themes, clay sculpture can be used to show the historical background and cultural connotations of the characters, allowing audiences to better understand and accept the cultural messages conveyed by the work.

In general, the application of clay sculpture art in Chinese animation modeling not only enriches the animation's expression techniques, but also injects new vitality into Chinese animation. This creative approach that combines traditional art and modern technology also reflects the efforts of Chinese animation in artistic innovation and cultural heritage.

4. Case Study - Clay Sculpture Elements in “Big Fish and Begonia”

“Big Fish and Begonia” is an animated film with a strong Chinese style. In the film, the creators used a large number of clay sculpture elements to shape the scenes and character images. For example, in the creation of the heroine Chun's image, the clay sculpture expression technique was used to show Chun's beauty and purity. At the same time, a large number of clay sculpture elements were also used in the film's scene design to show a strong Chinese style. The use of these clay sculpture elements makes the film more unique in aesthetic characteristics and cultural connotations. The following is a specific analysis of the clay sculpture elements in the film.

1. Characterization: In Big Fish and Begonia, many of the main characters are designed based on archetypes commonly found in traditional Chinese culture. For example, the design of the protagonist Chun incorporates elements of traditional clay sculpture. Her hairstyle and clothing are full of details of traditional culture, such as double collars and button loops, while her facial features are based on the image of a Chinese classical lady in clay sculpture. This design makes Chun's character more authentic and distinctive in Chinese culture.

2. Scenario design: Many scenes in the film also incorporate elements of clay sculpture. For example, Chun's home is a typical the Earthen Building in Fujian Province, which plays an important role in Chinese traditional culture. In addition, many natural landscapes in the film, such as mountains and rivers, also draw on elements from traditional Chinese landscape painting, making the scenes more evocative of Chinese culture.

3. Images of gods: In the film, many images of gods are also designed based on the archetypes in traditional Chinese culture. For example, the image of Kun is a typical giant beast in Chinese mythology, which has profound cultural connotations in traditional Chinese culture. In addition, the image of Lingpo is based on the archetype of the turtle in ancient Chinese legends, which symbolizes longevity and wisdom in Chinese culture.

4. Music Design: The music in the film is also full of elements of Chinese culture. For example, the movie's theme song "Big Fish" incorporates elements of traditional Chinese music, making the song more characteristic of Chinese culture. In addition, many of the sound effects in the movie are also full of details of Chinese culture, such as the sound of water, wind, etc., which make the movie more Chinese cultural atmosphere.

In general, the clay sculpture elements incorporated in "Big Fish and Begonia" make the film more characteristic and heritage of Chinese culture. These elements not only enrich the artistic expression of the film, but also make the film more ornamental and culturally valuable.

5. Conclusion and Prospects

This paper discusses and analyzes the relationship between the development of Chinese clay sculpture and Chinese animation modeling, and draws the following conclusions:

1. As a unique representative of Chinese traditional culture, clay sculpture has been developed for thousands of years to form an art form with profound cultural connotation, providing rich visual elements and inspiration sources for Chinese animation modeling.

2. Contemporary Chinese animation should actively use the expression techniques and techniques of clay sculpture in character design, scene depiction, etc., to show the simplicity and agility unique to Chinese animation;

3. With the help of the improvement of modern technology and techniques, the artistic characteristics and value of clay sculpture should be further excavated and brought into play in the production process of Chinese animation, so that Chinese traditional culture can radiate new vitality and vitality in modern society.

Looking forward to the future, with the continuous innovation and development of technology, China's animation industry will usher in a broader development space and opportunities, through in-depth discussion and analysis of the impact of the development of Chinese clay sculpture on Chinese animation modeling, this paper hopes to provide certain theoretical support and reference significance for the prosperity and development of China's animation industry in the future, and also expects more artists and practitioners to actively explore the deep value of Chinese traditional culture, continue to explore and innovate, promote the continuous prosperity and development of China's animation industry, bring more wonderful works and experiences to global audiences, and feel the unique charm and value of Chinese culture.
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